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بتول رضا عباس ولي  البياراو ا النيتو فيولنس وةسيللح التايوسا اس سيا تح الابيسف  را يح  ي  

بغيياا  ا الماة ييح المستة ييسلح ا اللتييح اس ا  ا  –حضييارا المو ييح الةالةييحا ة ر ييالح ةا سييتتس  ا 

 ا  7002قسم النلسنح ، 

 
     Civilization is considered as a human achievement of three – faces : 

sciences , philosophies and doctrines in every one of ages of history , 

and of them is our age. In order to pursue what is new in the 

contemporary civilized and philosophical thought , the researcher 

should be aware of the introductions of this thought and its contents , 

and we are living under the shade of the monopolistic globalization if 

we want to reveal the core of the human civilization which is 

accumulated through the centuries and the stages and what will 

happen today and tomorrow. This is the aim of the researcher in this 

study , so the title of the study has become ( ALVIN TOFFLER And The 

Question Of the Great Human Transformations :  A study of the 

civilization of the third wave ). This study is consisted of four chapters 

proceeded by a theoretical preface of the concept of civilization and its 

relation to the philosophy of history. The first chapter is entitled : ( In 

the philosophy of history ) , and it is divided into two sections. The first 

section is entitled : ( theories of the interpretation of history : the 

historical trend ) and it is dealt with the most famous theories which 

interpreted history. The second section is entitled : ( the reality of the 

western civilization from the historical trend to the non – historical 

trend  ( the positiveistic ). The second chapter is entitled : ( Toffler 

between turning into the western civilization and the future shock ) , 

proceeded by informing the reader of the presonality of Toffler and his 

thinking achievements , and this chapter is divided into two sections. 

The first one is entitled : ( Toffler from the future shock to           the 



maps of future ) , and the second section is entitled : ( the turning into 

civilization between the power shift and war and the anti – war ). The 

third chapter is entitled : ( the civilizations which are previous to the 

third wave of                                   

civilization and their proceedings ) , and its divided into two sections 

also. The first section is entitled : ( the first and the second waves ) , 

while the second section is entitled : ( the concept of civilization of the 

third wave in Toffler ). The fourth chapter is entitled : ( the civilization of 

the third wave ) , and it is divided into two sections. The first section is 

entitled : ( the transformations of the philosophy of the social structure 

in the civilization of the third wave ) , while the second section is 

entitled : ( the great and the civilized changes in the civilization of the 

third wave ). 

I tried in the conclusion of every section and every chapter to give 

some rules which are considered as basic pillars to the civilized and 

the future project of Toffler about the civilization of the third wave and 

his civilized philosophy , and I reached at some findings along with a 

list of the most important expressions which are new and particular to 

Toffler and his philosophy and which are considered as the most 

important features of the new philosophical language of this age. The 

most important results which the researcher reached at in this study 

are as follows :- 

1-  The subject of the study sheds light on the new civilization 

represented by the future American third wave in which there are the 

concepts of ( order and chaos ). 

 

2-  Change is considered according to Toffler as the law of the new 

civilization and its logic which can't be escaped from , but under the 

condition of the sound adjustment with that change which is the 



condition of survival in the new civilization and by it the successful 

human being can avoid the future shock. 

3-  The project of constellation ( globalization ) in the philosophy of 

Toffler is not separated from the real American western life. It is a 

philosophy associated with the behavior and it helps to understand the 

attitudes of progress towards that new civilized ideal as possible. 

4-  The chaostic thinking frame from which globalization has break out 

in order to express its historical chance and which the united states of 

America is retaining as the polarized center in the world has been 

borrowed from the world of biology ( the experiment of the white ants ) 

and it is applied in the field of the contemporary international politics 

until it was subdivided into the theories of ( the end of history and the 

clash of the civilizations ).  

5-  Toffler confesses that a great deal of the manifestations of the 

civilization of the third wave is representing the return of the features 

of the civilization of the first wave in different fields in contrast with the 

civilization of the second wave. 

6-  The researcher has reached at a contentment that the civilization of 

the third wave in Toffler which is the subject of this study has not 

finished its picture yet , and like what Toffler said late in the twentieth 

century that he can't predict more about what will happen in the twenty 

– first century and the changes in the new civilization since science is 

in a constant progress and we can't assert what the scientific 

achievements will be in the years coming forth and he thinks that the 

digital revolution is not representing but the first stage of the third 

wave of change which we began witnessing it recontly , so the field of 

study in the civilization of the third wave will remain open to the 

coming researchers in the future. 


